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Our Price $15,995
Retail Value $19,500

Specifications:

Year:  1975  

VIN:  F15YNX21598  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  P0806  

Model/Trim:  F-150 Ranger LWB  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  BLUE  

Engine:  460 CID BBF V8  

Interior:  BLUE Vinyl/Cloth  

Transmission:  C6 3 Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  12,468  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

More photos are available on I-95 Muscle's website.

This beautiful two tone 1975 F100 is just itching to find a new home!
The paint job looks like a recent one with a nice metallic blue and white
combination that looks great. Featuring a massive 460 cubic inch big
block Ford with D3VF-A2A heads this big ol' truck has no problem
exceeding the speed limit! An MSD ignition system and a Holley double
pumper help supply fuel and spark giving this thing all the horsepower
one needs to succeed. Four new shocks ensure a smooth ride along
with a set of 275/60/15 Cooper Cobra tires wrapped around the
American Racing AR23 aluminum wheels. Everything works in this
truck to include all the gauges, and even the a/c is complete (although it
may need recharged eventually) Most people will probably be surprised
by the affordable price tag, so make sure you swing by to see this thing
before it is gone! Financing is easy and trade ins are welcome. 
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Our Location :
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Installed Options

Displayed pricing excludes I-95 Muscle's $499 Dealer fee as well as any DMV, tax, and license plate fees associated with registering the vehicle in the purchaser's state.
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